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Governor extends Gandhi Jayanti greetings

Gandhi Jayanti inspires all to follow Gandhiji’s path of truth and non-violence

The Governor of Arunachal Pradesh Brig. (Dr.) B.D. Mishra (Retd.) has extended his greetings and good wishes to the people of the State on the occasion of Gandhi Jayanti.

In his message, the Governor said that Gandhi Jayanti reminds us to rededicate ourselves towards promoting amity, peace, and tolerance. It also motivates us to work enthusiastically for the progress of the nation. He expressed his hope that the occasion will inspire all to follow Gandhiji’s path of truth and non-violence.

The Governor further said that Mahatma Gandhi dedicated his entire life for the cause of the downtrodden, deprived and the oppressed sections of the society. He tirelessly worked for strengthening communal harmony and integration. Today, Gandhi ji, is synonyms to peace and cleanliness in the mind of every citizen of India. Let us, on this momentous day, take a pledge and resolve to work for promoting peace and ensuring all pervasive justice. In pursuit of Gandhi ji’s ideals, let us also dedicate ourselves to cleanliness and upgradation of the environment. Our cherished goal should be to leave this Planet for our posterity in better shape and shade than what we have now, the Governor exhorted.

May this Gandhi Jayanti promote the spirit of truth and Ahimsa (non-violence) the world over, the Governor wished.
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